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AFTER HEIHflCHI WAS DEFEATED IN THE FIRST TEKKEBI 
TOURNAMENT, HIS RIVALS THREW KIM OFF A CLIFF. 

THEY SHOULD HAVE FOUND A STEEPER CLIFF. 

1 
Tekken 2™ & © 1994 Ltd. All rights reserved. PlayStation and the PlayStation logos are trademarks ot Sony Computer Entertainment. The ratings icon is a trademark of the e Interactive Digital Software Association. 
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HOF THEM 
IS IN YOUR HANDS! 
You’re in the cockpit against Earth’s deadliest menace in this high-tech flight-based 

game with blazing arcade thrills. Battle alien attack fighters as you obliterate the 

City Destroyers deployed overhead by the massive Alien Mothership. As your 

mission progresses from city to city, you fly faster and more heavily-armed planes, 

from the F-18 Hornet to the captured alien fighter from Area 51, building to a 

PlayStation^ SEGA SATURN ^ ’ 
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See, in VMX Racing," both you and your 
bike have fully articulated bods, which 
means infinite opportunities to sling soil. 
And VMX has lapped those other Moto- 
cross games with the haulingest enduros 
and stadiums in the country. We've road 
tested and totally 3-D repro’d 6 tracks 
including San Jose 
radioactive waste), 
yourself as a 

PlayStation 



SEGA SATURN 

SEGA SATURN 



BUY TWO OF |HE 
IWELV E~JG AMEE O 
THE LEFT. 

AND GET ONE ©F THEl 
FOUR GAMES ABOVE 

IK* R# O R 
L SftdPk AT 
10-SEp.S ATU RN 
M AIL • j'N COUPON. 

OFFER 'VAi = D UNTIL 
APRIL 15. 1997. 
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Your planet is being bulldozed by the ton. Six 
massive mobile mining cities, controlled by a 
force that nobody can stop, are strip mining 
the Earth's surface, overrunning and crushing 
anything in its path. Unless you can stop them. 

BILLION PEOPLE WILL DIE. 
• Unbelievable 3-D graphics, adrenaline¬ 

pumping gameplay and extremely fluid 
movement through a massive and wide 
open playing environment. 

• Over 60 arenas of play spread 
out over 6 mobile cities. 

•Over 60 hours of game- 
play. 

• A fully reactive program 
intelligence where ene¬ 
mies think, listen and 
communicate in a calcu¬ 
lated assault on your life. 

• An arsenal of innovative 

and equipment including: 
- A helmet-mounted sniper 

rifle with vision goggles - 
target enemies from over 

— two miles away. 
- A living polymer suit 

7- that protects from 
piercing projectiles. 

- A high-tech reusable 
parachute. 

- Bombs...decoys... 
homing sniper 
grenades... 
and many more. 

IT THINKS. THEREFORE IT KILLS. 

z.playr 



BREAKING NEWS i I 

THE BEST VIDEO CAME NEWS 

$390M+ LAWSUIT 
VS. SONY THRUST 
INTO SPOTLIGHT 
Game Developer 
Alleges Sony 
Sought Hostile 
Takeover in ’93 

The suit, which seeks more 
than $390 million in damages, 
claims that Sony representatives 
hired away employees from 
Park Place Productions, a 

designed and developed the 
first John Madden football 
game and other 16-Bit titles. 

The suit also claims those 
employees hired away from 
Park Place allegedly took “hard¬ 
ware, software and proprietary 
source codes” from Park Place 
in December of 1993, represen¬ 
tatives for the plaintiff stated. 

When contacted, a Sony 
Computer Entertainment of 
America official declined to 
comment on the ongoing suit 

Attorneys for Park Place claim 
that Sony had sought to buy 

the developer and hire its 
employees to form an in-house 
development team to make 
sports titles for the PlayStation, 
such as NFL GameDay. 

“Once Sony set its mind on 
taking our company’s sports 
development teams, there was 
very little we could do to pre¬ 
vent it” stated Park Place reps, 
who claim that Sony had 
allegedly “pillaged and plun¬ 
dered Park Place, taking our 
company’s most valuable 

As of press time, the suit 

according to Park Place attorney 
Gerald E. Sarte. 

“questionable" tactics on Sony’s 
part, it must be noted that game 
publishers routinely hire work- 

industry in which firms aggres¬ 
sively seek top talent There’s 
nothing necessarily illegal about 
that practice. 

the charges claimed in the suit, 
EGM will continue to monitor it 
until the dispute is resolved. ■ 
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EIGHT LEGS 
AND HEAVILY ARMED. 

*»«eip 

over 30 levels in six 3D worlds. 
You're picking up missile 

launchers, slashers and other 
deadly weapons as you 

N 

fight cyber rats, mantises and 
wasps. Needless to say, 

you’re not an itsy bitsy spider. 

SPIDER. THE VIDEO GAME. 
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Introducing The Ail-New MechWarrior®2 
Arcade Combat Edition. 

Rebuilt from the ground up. 

MechWarrior 2 has been fully customized for 

console systems. Built with 48 lethal missions — 

sixteen exclusive console scenarios, plus six 

training missions. Simplified controls, intense 

power-ups and turbo-charged AI for ultra-fast, 

shooter-style gameplay. Loads of 'Mechs per 

mission and enough firepower to obliterate 

anyone who refers to this game as just a PC port. 

MECH WARRIOR 2 
31 ST CENTURY COMBAT 

Arrives March 28th 



Super Marif I 

Virtua Cop 2 \ 
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Drop that remoffe. Touo action-packed Sfarlilars games haue arriued ■ specially enhanced for tffl 

PlayStation1" game console. Dark Forces'" surrounds you rnith its uisceral brand of first-person fire- 

pouier, uihile flehel Assault II- The Hidden Empire1" launches its perfect cemhinafion of Hue-action 

.uideo and intense space cortihat. Tuuo thrilling Star Wars experiences - doth designed to take maximum 

aduantage of the pouter found in Sony's stellar game system. IDho said there's nothing good on 111? 
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COMING MARCH IS. 1107. 
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ELECTRONIC GAMING MONTHLY 
SUSHI-X'S CHEAT SHEET 

Psychic Force 
Key to moves: 

F Forward j 1 T Triangle 
B Back s Square 
U Up c Circle 
D Down 1 x X Button 

Keith 
Frigid Trance B, F + T 30% Power Consumption 
Frigid Pine B, F + C 35% Power Consumption 
Frigid Prism B, DB, D, DF, F + C 40% Power Consumption 
Frigid Seal B, DB, D, DF, F, UF, U, UB + T 50% Power Consumption 
Blizzard Toss B, F, F + C 60% Power Consumption 

Flame Shoot 
Exploder 
Triangle Heat 
Burning Rail 
Guard Phoenix 

B, F + T 
B, F + C 
B, DB, D, DF, F + C 
F, F + T 
B, F, F + C 

30% Power Consumption 
30% Power Consumption 
40% Power Consumption 
45% Power Consumption 
60% Power Consumption 

Emilio 
Shining Arrow 
Prism Reflector 
Seeker Rays 
Prism Seal 

Arch Angel 

B, F + T 
B, F + C 
D, DF, F + C 
B, DB, D, DF, F + T 

B, F, F + C 

30% Power Consumption 
20% Power Consumption 
40% Power Consumption 
40% Power Consumption 
60% Power Consumption 

Wendy ■ 
Air Crescent 1 
Air Crescent 2 

Sillfeed Dance 
Vollex Stream 
Earth Gate 

D, DF, F + I 
D, DF, F + C 

B, F +C 
F, F + T 
B, F, F + C 

30% Power Consumption 
30% Power Consumption 
35% Power Consumption 
45% Power Consumption 
50% Power Consumption 



Wong -— 
Dimensional Wink B, F + T_ or C or T + C 30% Power Consumption 

Destiny Selection D, DF, F + T_ or C 30% Power Consumption 

Illusory Imagery F, F + T 30% Power Consumption 

Baptism of Admonilion F, F + C 40% Power Consumption 

Perfect World B, DB, D, DF, F, UF, U, UB + C 100% Power Consumption 

Sonia — 
Electrigger 

Magnet Anchor 

Gigantic Drill 

Teledist Charge 

Execulion 

Genma - 
Renentu 

Onibidama 

Korajyu 

Fugojya 

Jyubakusatsu 

Brad — 
Meteor Hammer 

Mega Pressure 

Gravity Infinity 

Asteroid Belt 

Satelite Fall 

Boost Arm B, DB, D, DF, F + C 30% Power Consumption 

Pile Banker B, DB, D, DF, F + C 30% Power Consumption 

Stanko Radar B, F + T 30% Power Consumption 

Plasma Cannon B, DB, D, DF, F + T 45% Power Consumption 

Orange Missile B, F, F + C 60% Power Consumption 

B, F + T 

F, F + T 

B, F, F + C 

B, DB, D, DF, F + C 

B, DB, D, DF, F + C 

30% Power Consumption 

40% Power Consumption 

50% Power Consumption 

60% Power Consumption 

Any Power Consumption 

B.F + T orC orT+C 

F, F + T 

B, DB, D, DF, F + T 

B. DB, D, DF, F + T + C 

B, F, F + C 

20% Power Consumption 

30% Power Consumption 

40% Power Consumption 

50% Power Consumption 

60% Power Consumption 

B, F + T 30% Power Consumption 

B, DB, D, DF, F + T 40% Power Consumption 

F, F + T 40% Power Consumption 

B, F + £ 50% Power Consumption 

B, F, F + C 50% Power Consumption 
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£ Racing 

1 April 1 or 2 | CD-ROM.| 60%| 



IF THE THOUGHT OF 

90,000 LBS. OF 

DOOR-TO-DOOR 





FOR SEGA SATURN™ AND SONY PLAYSTATION" 





THE PANTHEON SAGA 
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Based on the ultra-popular, mega-hit, Megami 

Tensei setteS: fifst time to hit US shores 

100+ hours oLpnke pounding gameplay 

Over 300 different monsters to do battle with 
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MIDWAY 





• It’s a deadly^^S 

' J lr^international mission where your 1 
Spay chance of survival will be your precision 
gun control, your razor-sharp aim and your 

^Impeccable sense of style. Good thing A 
r you’re James Bond. In the new Golden Eye 'M 
1 for N64, you’ve got a 360-degree range, ML 

I 18 weapons and a license to kill. jJD 
Hope your tux is pressed. 











CRUIS'N USA 
SYSTEM; Nintendo 64 PUBLISHER; Nintendo 

First, ge a high sc during an 
of the high score's list 

and hold Down-Left to make the conveyor belt 
move. After around 30 or more seconds, a head 

Select Screen. Choose either the bus or police ca 
by holding Up-C, Left-C and Down-C at 1 
time and scrolling through the cars. At ai 
during the race, tap Brake, Brake, then h 

m ECM 
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SUM 
codes as shown. Down, Y, Up, Right Right, A. At this screen, enter the password 

with the buttons as shown here. 

NHL FACEOPP 
SYSTEM: PlayStation PUBLISHER: SCEA 

the Main Menu, cho 
;rs Option. Then choc 

I Create Player. Enter one o 

the position and 150 for their 
weight Press Triangle to exit Go 
to Sign Free Agent This player 
will have 99 overall for everything! 

IRON MAN/X-0 MANOWAR IN HEAVY METAL H 
SYSTEM; PlayStation PUBLISHER; Acclaim 

tsswords will let you 
rmor, boost, weapons 
is! On the Password 

Watch for New Store c 
Internet Tournaments 

Ask About GM'u Stul 

I Two-Players-End Level: 
I C02A77X777777 _ 
1 7777777777777 From the Title Screen ei 

Allen Hillsbery; Hillsboro, OR Password Option am 

STAR GLADIATOR 
SYSTEM: PlayStation PUBLISHER; Capcom 

Option. Find this and turn it on in 
the Options Screen. This will put 
an invisible wall around the 
arena. Larger hits will now make 
you or your opponent fly farther 
too, especially when hit out of the 

""cedric^McAlpin'Icrandall, TX 





“...absolutely mind blowing!” 
-Video Games Magazine 

“...features three of the hottest 

engines ever to be seen!” 

“All the mayhem and action you’ve 

come to expect from the movies!” 
-Electronic Gaming Monthly 

“...each has enough length and innovation 

to be a game in itself.” 
-Game Fan 

“Three games in one! 

What else could you ask for?” 
EGM2 

THE COMPETITION CAN READ 'EM AND WEEP! 



I SUPER UPDATE j 

to do with Street Fighter III, despite the 
jeers ancTRTsses 6? ra&TTgamers who” 
claimed Capcom couldn’t count to ihree. 

.Notsurptisingly, when the EGM staff was 
incited to play the first U.S. testing of 
Street Fighter III, our top fighting gurus 

been playtesting Street;FijiterJjl while 

in DarkStalkers, Marvel Super; Heroes 
..and .Street-Fighter Alpha 1 and 2 are all. 

Gone are the superfluous Custom 
Combos and simple Alpha Counters. Sa> 

groupies, 
irigjor: de 

and what ifwllToffer yoi 
! You;ll learn about Supe 

■ Blocking, 



Different Super Arts mean different Super Each Super Art has a unique amount of Chi to 
Meters, which max at different levels. build before unleashing it. Choose wisely... 

■1 z' 
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i Dragon Punch rises VERY high 
id does incredible damage. 
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"The most realistic graphics^ 
on a console game system!. 
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This Super Art is a much stronger \ 
Rose's special attack from SF Alphi 

m mi PV P1 
i speed, and Ci ( t0thwe 

he is another Balrog or Mike, but he is far easier to use effectively. In fact, his 
ll-rounded attacks and excellent stamina make him a deadly opponent for any 

EHecm 



he blood red sides of Verdite look on as s 

^ scene of carnage and death.. Austin U)le 

What it takes to make an epic 
RPG/Adventure game □ King's Field II, following on the heels of the wild¬ 

ly successful original, is hands down the best thing 
to happen to the PlayStation! Every aspect that 
made the original a hit are back - with reinforce¬ 
ments! ASCII has made an incredible effort to give 

Mad Dog you the best RPG to find it's way to the home mar- 
McGamer ket. Making an encore performance are the art¬ 
fully designed landscapes and brilliant effects of the first 360°, fully 
rendered masterpiece, but this time, ASCII has included a host of 
improvements that will fulfill your every fantasy! 

The young prince had listened in horror as Leon 
spun the tale of the past ten years of chaos and 
destruction. After Alexanderistnumphant return 
from Melanat with the Moonlight Sword, peace 
had ensued lor five years in the sprat kingdom as 

thesunshoneisrthe last time on VerdICa fjeat 

utterly shattering the Moonlight Sword, and the 
Holy King John Alfred forester fell ill. 

demons of every conjuring imaginable took to tbe 
kingdom like a hungering plague, littering the 
beautiful hills and plains with the terrible camape 

but after finding only the remaining hilt of the 

Demon King within the castf walls. 

Story line, sound, action and 
graphics made their way to the 
top of ASCII's to do list with 
upgrades ranging from original 
cofripositions in beautiful stereo 
sound to SGI renderedCut 
sequences! 

How could Lyleis own father havedonesuch 
terrible things? Lyle's struggle was brief. The 
deeds that had transpired over the past ten yeans 
would have to be met with the terrible steel of 
battle, his was the yuest for blood...the blood of 
his own demon father, King John Alfred forester - 
UN-Holy King of \fadite!! 
This will be your quest in ASCII's sequel to last year's 
Snwh Hit, King's Field. 



m 
First on the boards was the Story line. In 
response to consumer requests, and their / 
own dreams for the sequel, ASCII | 
employed a team of experts in the RPG 
and writing fields to breath the life in 
King's Field II that would make it a timeless 
classic. Austin Leininger, formerly "Sir 
Garnabus" of GamePro Magazine worked with 
the rewrite along with ASCIIS own Jane Cowley and 
expert GameMasters David Silviera and Mark Johnson to bring the 
flare of professional Gamers into the plotline, making Kings Field II 
one of the first RPG's to hit the PlayStation completely written for the 
American Gamer! 

Packs, clans, and families of previ¬ 
ously undiscovered monsters rav¬ 
age Verdite as you battle against 
them with an improved arsenal of 
over twenty new weapons along 

several old favorites! Over 
100 new items await your discov¬ 
ery along with the arrival of well 
over 50 completely new breeds of 
monsters. These improvements 

complement the plot well as you journey through the villages of your 
kingdom speaking with well developed characters that will suck you 
into their world within moments! ASCII spent a lot of time on the 
development of new characters in Kings Field II. Flumor, depth, per¬ 
sonality, and history can be found in everv ch 
Along with each meeting comes 
a chance for additional sub-plots 
- and of course, the acquisition of 
more items and power - as you 
involve yourself in the lives of your 
royal subjects and your kingdom. 

Naturally, ASCII took the time to 
improve on the knowledge, use, 
and appearance of magical 
spells as well! Forty different 
magics in five disciplines can be at your command. All magics are 

'either new, or have been redesigned to look and sound as pow- 
95 erful as the gods who invented them! 

Next on ASCII's list was the question of sound. As in the orig¬ 
inal, King's Field II undertones your quest with the terrible 

f wails and screams of the enemy. Those same battle 
cries of your flesh-hungry enemies louden as they 

/>'<•? approach, heightening the sense of reality 



written solely for use in King's 
Field II. The scores of new 
music are beautifully com¬ 
posed in stereo to comple¬ 
ment whatever scene you are 
faced with, bringing tension 
and climax along with a beau¬ 
tifully felt ambiance through¬ 
out the game. 

Of course, what would an RPG be in modern life without action!? 
ASCII has taken great pains to provide as much wonderfully gory 
and personally satisfying carnage as possible! Battles rage through¬ 
out your quest with new enemies, new magics, and new weapons. 
Even battles of epic proportions ensue as you take on the Gods 
themselves! Additionally, ASCII 
included several cut sequences IH 
in full SGI rendering. Key points 
in the game are perfectly ushered H 
in with these awesome action Hj 
scenes of graphical prowess. I 

Along with the enhanced char- 
acter definition and overall 
improvements on landscape and Egg 
character design, what could 
possibly make this game any better? Well...perhaps 
a copy of ASCII's King's Field II Strategy Guide! The 
same talents and energies that created the King's 
Field II masterpiece came together again to bring i 
you the strategy book - actually written by the M 
same hand that wrote the game itself! Who bet- M 
ter to know than he who was the creator?! The Ml 
book is beautifully designed of high quality 11 
paper and crystal clarity. 

ASCII offers all of this, wrapped up in a beau¬ 
tifully rendered 3-D world of enhanced polygon 
graphics with texture mapped surroundings to 
give a complete package of absolute perfection! 

Good Luck to you, 
mighty warriors, 
the battle ahead is 
like none you've 
ever seen! Choose 
your weapon wise 
ly and you might 
even survive! 

©1996 ASCII 1 
k King’s Field is 

KING’S Slip Advertisement 
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JUST isn’t enough. 







BEST OF 36 SPECIAL FEATURE_£ 

NO BULL. NO HYPE. NO CRAPPY GAMES. THIS IS... 

THE BEST OF 

GAME OF THE YEAR 
SUPER MARIO64 

DRAGON FORCE TOMB RAIDER 

" I B2 I =M m1 



Yesterday, you were a 
cocky 2-D arcade shooter. 

Today, you totally suck. 

NanoTek 
Warrior 



SUPER MARIO 64 

ar award, regardless 



DEFY THE ENEMY 

ZERO IN ON THE 
LEAD THE BATTLE 

ZENDORIAN 
STOP THE WAR 
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SF ALPHA 2 

ter-muncher and is our preferred way 
of showing off our arcade game prowess. 

RUNNERS-UP 
CRUIS’N THE WORLD 

VIRTUA FIGHTER 3 
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LEGACY OF KAIN 

RUNNERS-UP 

SUIKODEN 

SUPER MARIO RPG 

( ACTION \ 
k. GAME OF THE YEAR A 

DIEHARD TRILOGY 

RUNNERS-UP 

TWISTED METAL 2 

TOMB RAIDER 

r 8a I =TH 7TI 





ALIEN TRILOGY 

(yeah, right), but Acclaim 

aff/y 

iU 
RUNNERS-UP 

PANZER DRAGOON ZWEI 

VIRTUA COP 2 
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ALIENS INVADE 



LONDON SHOW 
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Miette Wants To Find “Little Brother1 
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WCW VS. 
THE WORLD 

T*HQ hopes their new PlayStation game will 
put a stranglehold on wrestling fans 

WCW vs. the World is no dif¬ 
ferent. Originally a Japanese 
game, T*HQ promises to bring 
the game to the U.S. with a 
more localized flavor-namely 
nine different WCW wrestlers 
including Hulk Hogan, Ric Flair, 
Lex Luger and Scott Steiner. 
Each wrestler will also have his 
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order hot line: Dealers and Wholesalers Welcome mi 
81 P-981 -Q989 710-1 w-LasTunas-San Gabriel, CA91776 «Fax: 818-458-6845 13X1 
010 kO I UlOl We carry posters, T-Shirts, Novelties, wall scrolls, and game music CD “ ■ We carry pasters, T-Shirts, Novelties, wall scrolls, a 



Friends 
don’t let 

unprotected. 



It’s risky out there. 

Too often people 
lose their lives 
or damage their 

health for no reason. 

Smart gamers make sure 
they use the Game Shark. 

Responsibly select from 
pre-programmed or easily 

updated codes for 
infinite health, 

endless ammo, extra speed 
and more. It’s your choice. 

With space for thousands 
of codes, G-ameSharks 

provide extra endurance 
that keeps you going. . 

www.gameshark.com 





Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us www.refromags.com 

made from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
from the publishers themselves. 

... ,ss anyone selling releases from 
Jo not support them and do let us know. 

Thank you! 


